F. No. A-22013/1/2021-ADMN.I  
Government of India  
Archaeological Survey of India  
Administration-I Section

Dharohar Bhawan  
24 Tilak Marg, New Delhi  
Dated: 18th June, 2021

OFFICE ORDER No. 143/2021-Adm.I

Consequent upon the promotion from Private Secretary (PS) of the Central Secretariat Stenographers Service (CSSS) to the grade of Principal Private Secretary (PPS), the following officials are taken on strength of ASI Hqrs. in the grade of Principal Private Secretary (PPS) w.e.f. 01.01.2021.

1. Smt. Preeti Shah, PPS
2. Smt. Monika Manglik, PPS

(M. Jena)  
Dy. Director (Adm.)

Copy to:-

1. Concerned officials  
2. PS/PA to DG/ADG(Adm)/Jt. DGs/All Directors/Dy. Director (Adm.)/Dy. Director (A/c), New Delhi  
3. Pay and Account Office, ASI, New Delhi  
4. Cash Section  
5. Hindi Section for Hindi version  
6. Website Section